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CMS??
What is a Content Management System?

It's a "software that helps users create, manage, and 
modify content on a website without the need for 
specialized technical knowledge."



34 % of all websites use WordPress
For example:

Spotify TechCrunch Walt Disney The New York Times Playstation Blog



Market development
WordPress' market share is 38 % of all websites
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Wordpress.org

It's the "real WordPress". Open-source version.
Requires domain & hosting.

Wordpress.com

Created by WordPress Co-Founder Matt Mullenweg.

It's a Hosting Service and not the open-source WordPress..



PROS

CONS

Free, open-source & easy to 
use content-management-
system (CMS).

Customizable with +10.000 
themes & plugins (free as well 
as paid)

Easy to implement SEO, 
analytics and external plugins

Web hosting required
Updates as well as 

backups in hand of user



Hosting
Which provider exist?



How to pick a provider

PRICE

Big differences: 4,99 to +30 € / month

SERVICES

Cheap providers often have expensive services.
Backups inclusive? What about E-Mails?

PERFORMANCE

Loading & response time. Uptime.
How much traffic do you expect?

SUPPORT

Response times could be critical.
Live-Chat is useful.



Hosting Must-Haves
Make sure you have it.

AVV-Contract Free SSL 
Certificate

Domain incl. Server in Germany 
(or at least EU)



Posts
Pages
Design > Widgets
Multilingual

WP Basics
Structure



Posts



"Posts are dynamic content in WordPress, usually displayed chronologically one 
below the other on a posts page. Mostly WordPress posts are "classic" blog 
posts, which are subdivided into categories and sorted chronologically by 
publication date."

• created by using WordPress Gutenberg Editor (NEW)
• include different modules (can be extended by Plugins like 

"Guteblock", "Atomic Blocks" & Co)
• posts are combined into categories
• have to be optimized for search engines

Posts



Pages



"Pages are static one-off type of documents which are not tied to the blog’s 
reverse chronological order of content. [...] [They] can utilize custom page 
templates."

• static pages are mostly used for pages like front page, imprint 
and data protection

• Recommendation: Customize pages using page builder plugin 
like Elementor or WPBakery Visual Composer

Pages



Design > Widgets



"In WordPress, widgets are blocks of content that you can add to your site's 
sidebars, footers, and other areas."

• quite complex to understand first
• templates come with different pre-coded widget elements
• Same for groups of pages

Design > Widgets



Multilingual



"A multilingual WordPress website serves the same content in multiple 
languages. It can automatically redirect users to a language based on their 
region, or users can select their preferred language using a dropdown link."

• choice between top 2 plugins: Polylang or WPML
• make sure your template supports multilingual
• enable "browser language detection" in settings

Multilingual



How to pick a template

CODE IT YOURSELF

If you want full flexibility, the best choice 
is to hire somebody to code it yourself. 
This is a cost and time intensive option.

CHOOSE A PROVIDER

WordPress itself is already offering 
+8.000 free templates. On platforms like 
Themeforest you can find +50.000 more.

RECOMMENDATION

In most cases purchasing a theme from a platform like Envato/Themeforest is the best 
choice. You get development support, frequent updates and have more and more 
customizing options which make the template looks like a unique, just for you solution.



Template criteria

There are a couple of things you can 
consider while picking a template:

• Does this template fit my purpose?
• Template looking good

⚬ Good & many ratings + many sales?
⚬ Is it good documented?
⚬ Still having updates?
⚬ Showing demos to click through?

• Is it for mobile first optimized?
• Does it include a page builder plugin?
• Is it data protection safe?
• Is it already SEO optimized?



FRONTEND OPTIONS

Templates vary depending 
on the extent of frontend 

customizations.
Differences 
in Templates

MENU OPTIONS

Some templates offer 
custom menus using 3rd 

party plugins like Elementor.

WIDGET OPTIONS

Some templates offer more 
widget elements. Those can 
be used for customization.

PRE-INSTALLED PLUGINS

Pay attention in the documentation which plugins template recommend to use 
and which not. Sometimes the developers also code some themselves.



Customizing 
templates

CHOOSE PLUGIN

Some page builder plugins like Elementor or 
WPBakery Visual Composer offer huge 

customizing options for your WordPress theme.

FUNCTIONALITY IS KEY

Technology is changing quick! Make sure you 
pick a plugin with modern functionalities. Just 

google it! Don't forget: Make sure you know first 
what you need.

DECIDE FOR USABILITY

Focus on users being happy browsing your page. 
Don’t take too many plugins. Sometimes less is 

more.



WordPress Plugins
Recommendations

Polylang/ WPML Yoast SEO Contact Form 7 Google Analytics/ 
Piwik

Elementor MailChimp



GDPR (de: DSGVO)

"The EU General Data Protection Regulation (EU GDPR) is a new EU regulation - i.e. a 
regulation that applies throughout the EU. The regulation governs data protection law - i.e. 
how companies handle personal data - uniformly throughout Europe. Many of the current 
provisions of the German Federal Data Protection Act (BDSG) will then no longer apply or the 
BDSG will be revised at the same time. [...] Above all, the high fines of up to 20 million euros
and many unanswered questions are causing headaches for many companies."



MUST-HAVES

Make sure your website has 
a legal confirm cookie 

banner plus Imprint as well 
as data protection text!

GDPR 
website tips

CAREFUL WITH 
IMAGES

Images are often protected 
by copyrights! Make sure you 
use free ones. Great sources: 

Pexels, Unsplash and 
Pixabay.

WRITING E-MAILS

Just with double opt-in! 
Users have to allow actively 

to be send e-mails too.



Handout
incl. all links



Which topics do you 
want to deep dive into?

Don't hesitate to ask!
www.linkedin.com/in/thiloschinke/


